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The single-shot spectral dynamics of dual-color-soliton collisions inside a mode-locked laser is

experimentally and numerically investigated. By using the all-optically dispersive Fourier trans-

form, we spectrally unveil the collision-induced soliton self-reshaping process, which features

dynamic spectral fringes over the soliton main lobe, and the rebuilding of Kelly sidebands with

wavelength drifting. Meanwhile, the numerical simulations validate the experimental observation

and provide additional insights into the physical mechanism of the collision-induced spectral

dynamics from the temporal domain perspective. It is verified that the dynamic interference

between the soliton and the dispersive waves is responsible for the observed collision-induced spec-

tral evolution. These dynamic phenomena not only demonstrate the role of dispersive waves in the

sophisticated soliton interaction inside the laser cavity, but also facilitate a deeper understanding of

the soliton’s inherent stability. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5020821

As the remarkable signature of many nonlinear optical sys-

tems, optical solitons, localized solitary waves stabilized by the

delicate interplay between dispersive and nonlinear effects,

have attracted numerous research attention.1,2 Thanks to their

distinctive features, a wealth of sophisticated soliton dynamics

in resonant cavities has been extensively explored,3–8 which

includes rogue waves,9,10 soliton explosions,11–13 multiple-

soliton generation,14 soliton molecules,15,16 and soliton rains.17

In addition to the single-color soliton, mode-locking can also

be simultaneously achieved at multiple distinct spectral

bands,18–23 which creates coexisting multi-color solitons.

Optical frequency combs with slightly different comb spacing

can therefore be conveniently obtained from a single laser cav-

ity, which is a promising optical source for dual-comb spectros-

copy.21,24–28 On the other hand, the solitons with different

group velocities owing to the chromatic dispersion will inevita-

bly collide with each other from time to time. Such intracavity

soliton interactions not only directly influence the performance

of the dual-comb sources, but also incubate an intriguing

regime of soliton dynamics, which however has never been

fully unveiled owing to the insufficient frame rate of conven-

tional optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs).

In this work, we report the roundtrip-resolved spectral

dynamics of the dual-color-soliton intracavity collision in a

nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) mode-locked fiber

laser by dispersive Fourier transform (DFT).29,30 The mode-

locked fiber laser under investigation simultaneously gener-

ates dual-color solitons of central wavelengths at 1532.2 nm

and 1558.2 nm, which we denote as blue and red solitons,

respectively. Owing to their different group velocities, the

blue and red solitons will inevitably collide with each other

periodically as they circulate inside the cavity. Within a short

interacting time (17.1 ns), the collision significantly influen-

ces the physical characteristics of both solitons in both spec-

tral and temporal domains. With the assistance of the

DFT, the collision-induced spectral dynamics is round-trip

resolved using a high-speed real-time oscilloscope at a spec-

tral resolution of 0.09 nm, which reveals the solitons’ intrigu-

ing behavior during the post-collision self-reshaping process.

Furthermore, numerical simulation is performed to validate

our experimental spectral observation and provide additional

insights into the physical mechanism from the time-domain

perspective. We identify that collision-induced dispersive-

wave shedding and the interference between the soliton and

the dispersive waves are responsible for the experimentally

observed dual-color-soliton spectral dynamics. These unique

dynamic phenomena not only represent a demonstration of

soliton’s inherent stability but will also inspire the explora-

tion of analogous scenarios in other nonlinear systems.31

The laser under investigation in Fig. 1(a) is a passively

mode-locked erbium-doped fiber (EDF) laser based on NPR.

It consists of two in-line polarization controllers (PC), a 980/

1550 nm wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM 1), a 90/10

beam splitting coupler for laser output, and a polarization-

sensitive isolator (PS-ISO), a 2.5-m lowly-doped EDF and a

24.7-m standard single-mode fiber (SMF) with the total

group-delay dispersion (GDD) of �0.48 ps2. Two PCs are

placed before and after the SMF to manipulate the state of

polarization (SOP) of lightwaves. Here, the PS-ISO, which

functions as both an isolator and a polarizer, works with the

PCs together to form an artificial saturable absorber. By well

tuning the PCs and the pump power, the gain spectrum can

be adjusted to obtain two identical gain peaks, which leads

to the dual-color mode-locking regime.

The DFT module comprises a spool of a dispersion-

compensating fiber (DCF) with a dispersion of �2 ns/nm

at 1545 nm, an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to
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compensate solitons’ transmission loss induced by DCF, and

a 20-GHz-bandwidth, 80-GS/s-sampling-rate real-time oscil-

loscope equipped with a 16-GHz photodetector (PD) to con-

duct high-speed data acquisition, which renders the spectral

resolution of 0.09 nm.32 To prevent extra-cavity collision,

WDM 2/3 (10-dB passband: 1524 nm–1546 nm) is used to

split/combine the blue and red solitons, and a piece of SMF

delay line is inserted into the blue soliton branch. The

ensemble spectrum measured by OSA in Fig. 1(b) verifies

that the laser operates at a dual-color soliton mode-locking

state. The periods of blue and red solitons were 133.16 ns

and 133.17 ns, respectively, which lead to a mutual collision

every 1.8 ms inside the cavity. The final temporal waveform

after the DFT module is recorded using the real-time oscillo-

scope and post-processed to reconstruct the round-trip

resolved spectral evolution.

Figure 2(a) shows the reconstructed spectral evolution

over 120 consecutive roundtrips. The initially stable soliton

spectrum is obviously distorted after the collision (the 21st

roundtrip). To directly observe the single-shot spectral

dynamics in the initial evolution stage, the zoom-in waterfall

plot of the blue soliton’s spectral pattern is provided as an

example in Fig. 2(b). There are two intriguing features pre-

sented in the spectral evolution patterns that mark the colli-

sion signature: the complicated dynamic spectral fringes on

the main lobe and the rebuilding process of Kelly sidebands

with wavelength drifting. Notably, a set of spectral fringes

subsequently emerge on the soliton’s main lobe. With the

perturbed soliton circulating inside the cavity, the density of

the spectral fringes increases. At the same time, the modula-

tion depth of the fringes declines as the soliton evolves

towards its stable state. As another remarkable feature

observed simultaneously, the Kelly sidebands of the soliton

experience a rebuilding process accompanied by wavelength

drifting after the collision. Right after the collision, the side-

bands are annihilated in their original wavelengths and sub-

sequently rebuilt at new spectral locations. Although the

collision disturbs the Kelly sideband immediately, a few

roundtrip-times are required for the newly built sideband to

grow large enough to be distinguished from the spectral

noise floor. Based on the fact that the intensity of the newly

formed sideband surpasses the intensity of the sideband at

the original wavelength from the 40th roundtrip, we select

the 40th roundtrip as the initial point to perform the quantita-

tive analysis of the post-collision soliton reshaping evolu-

tion. Even though the Kelly sideband is not intrinsic to the

soliton reshaping process, it is analyzed as a representative

feature of the evolution. Here, the intensity variation of blue

soliton’s newly formed sidebands is provided together with

the evolution of the spectral fringe’s average modulation

depth in Fig. 2(c). It is clearly observed that as the intensity

FIG. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (b) The OSA

measured spectrum of dual-color soliton mode-locking. SMF, single-mode

fiber; EDF, erbium-doped fiber; PC, polarization controller; WDM,

wavelength-division multiplexer; PS-ISO, polarization-sensitive isolator; DCF,

dispersion-compensating fiber; and EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier.

FIG. 2. Collision-induced spectral pattern evolution experimentally mea-

sured by single-shot DFT. The collision happens at the 21st roundtrip. The

color bar represents different spectral intensities at certain roundtrips. (a) 2D

spectral pattern. (b) The zoom-in waterfall plot of the blue soliton’s spectral

pattern extracted from the dataset in (a), which contains a set of consecutive

single-shot spectra from the 15th to the 45th roundtrip. The pink dotted line

marks the collision roundtrip. (c) The intensity variation (blue curve) of blue

soliton’s newly formed sidebands and the average modulation depth varia-

tion (orange curve) of blue soliton’s spectral fringes during the sideband

rebuilding process (from the 40th to the 120th roundtrip) in (a). (d) Zoom-in

spectral view of the 1527-nm Kelly sideband’s wavelength drifting over 400

roundtrips.
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of newly formed sidebands increases, the average modula-

tion depth of spectral fringes keeps decaying, which indi-

cates a gradually stabilizing manner of the perturbed soliton.

Interestingly, once arising at the new wavelengths, all newly

formed Kelly sidebands shift back to their initial wave-

lengths gradually. To provide a full-range observation of the

sideband wavelength drifting, a zoom-in spectral view of the

1527-nm Kelly sideband over 400 roundtrips is presented in

Fig. 2(d) as an example. Finally, the perturbed soliton fully

recovers its initially stable mode-locking spectral shapes

over hundreds of roundtrips’ evolution after the collision.

To gain more insights into the collision-induced spectral

dynamics, the soliton interaction length during the collision,

which is defined as the co-propagation distance of the two

solitons when they remain spatially overlapped, is estimated.

Considering the �4 nm FWHM bandwidth for both blue and

red solitons, and the fact that solitons in the net-anomalous

cavity are normally considered as nearly transform-limited,33

the approximated FWHM sech2-shaped pulsewidth is about

0.62-ps for the blue soliton and 0.64-ps for the red soliton.

Therefore, the interaction length can be approximated as

Linteract ¼
Dt1 þ Dt2

DDk
¼ Dt1 þ Dt2

T2 � T1ð Þ=L
; (1)

where D indicates the dispersion of the cavity and Dk denotes

the wavelength difference between the blue and the red soli-

tons; Dt1 and Dt2 are the FWHM pulsewidths of blue and red

solitons, respectively; T1 and T2 are the periods of blue and

red solitons, respectively; and L is the cavity length. Under

the given parameters, the approximated value of the interac-

tion length is around 3.5 m, which corresponds to an interac-

tion time of 17.1 ns. Since the soliton interaction length during

the collision is much shorter than the cavity length, and owing

to the cavity inhomogeneity, the strength of collision-induced

spectral perturbation is thus location-dependent. We note that

the recorded strongest collision-induced spectral dynamics is

provided here for the discussion. More significantly, this result

illustrates that the mutual interaction between the solitons

exists only in the 21st roundtrip, and all the slow spectral evo-

lution afterwards can be regarded as the signature of soliton

self-reshaping, which depicts the spectral transition from a

disrupted and unsteady state to the final stable mode-locking

state.

For further investigation on the experimentally observed

laser spectral dynamics, we numerically study the dual-color

NPR mode-locked laser and explore the spectral dynamics of

the intracavity soliton collision. The simulation models

the circulation of optical pulses inside the cavity, which

is governed by the coupled Ginzburg-Landau equation

(CGLE)1,14,34 that portrays the combination of dispersion,

Kerr nonlinearity, birefringence, transmission loss, and gain

saturation along the fiber. The CGLE is solved by the well-

known split-step Fourier method (SSFM).35,36 To facilitate a

dual-color-soliton regime, a two-peak gain spectral profile

was adopted in the EDF.20 Here, we follow the same organi-

zation as in the experimental observation (Fig. 2) to present

the simulated spectral evolution (Fig. 3). Evidently, the sim-

ulated spectral dynamics reveals a remarkable collision sig-

nature that reaches good agreement with the experimental

results, while the absence of optical and electrical noise ena-

bles a much clearer observation. The minor discrepancies

between the simulated and experimentally measured spectral

dynamics are mainly attributed to the inevitable noise floor,

non-uniform EDFA gain spectrum, and limited detection

dynamic range in the experiment. Nevertheless, the qualita-

tive agreement between the simulation and experiment vali-

dates our experimentally reconstructed single-shot spectral

evolution and proves the accuracy of the simulation model,

which enables further analysis of the underlying physical

mechanisms behind the intriguing phenomena.

Based on the experimental and simulation results, it is

inferred that the observed dynamic spectral evolution is

owing to the interference between the optical soliton and the

dispersive waves, which are triggered by the cross-phase

modulation (XPM) during the soliton collision. It is well

known that after suffering from the periodic perturbation

caused by the cavity’s spatial inhomogeneity (gain, loss, and

dispersion) during the circulations, the soliton sheds away a

fraction of its energy to form a set of dispersive waves so

that it can reshape to its steady state every roundtrip.37–39

In our case, the collision induces strong temporal phase per-

turbations on each soliton through XPM, which triggers

FIG. 3. Collision-induced spectral pattern evolution in the numerical simula-

tion. The collision happens at the 21st roundtrip. The color bar represents

different spectral intensities at certain roundtrips. (a) 2D spectral pattern. (b)

The zoom-in waterfall plot of the blue soliton’s spectral pattern extracted

from the dataset in (a), which contains a set of consecutive single-shot spec-

tra from the 15th to the 45th roundtrip. The pink dotted line marks the colli-

sion roundtrip. (c) The intensity variation (blue curve) of blue soliton’s

newly formed sidebands and the average modulation depth variation (orange

curve) of blue soliton’s spectral fringes during the sideband rebuilding pro-

cess (from the 40th to the 80th roundtrip) in (a). (d) Zoom-in spectral view

of 1527-nm Kelly sideband’s wavelength drifting over 200 roundtrips.
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significant dispersive wave shedding. These dispersive

waves possess a similar spectrum with the soliton33,39 and

will thus interfere with the soliton and cause the modulation

fringes on the spectrum.37 It is worth noticing that in each

single-shot spectrum, the fringe density is lower in the cen-

tral area and gets higher toward the edge of the soliton spec-

trum. This feature can be well explained by the chirped

nature of the dispersive wave: since the negligible nonlinear-

ity experienced by the dispersive waves is insufficient to bal-

ance the dispersion effect, the dispersive waves undergo

continuous broadening during circulation, which also

explains the growing average spectral fringe density in each

consecutive roundtrip during the evolution. On the other

hand, the decrease in the modulation depth indicates the

decaying of the collision-induced dispersive wave. However,

as a special case of the interference, certain wavelengths that

satisfy the phase-matching condition experience consistent

constructive interference (resonant enhancement) with the

soliton in each roundtrip, which leads to the formation of

the sharp peak pairs (i.e., Kelly sidebands) symmetrically

located at the wings of the soliton spectrum.40–42 It is this

phase-matching requirement that causes the wavelength

drifting of Kelly sidebands during the collision shown in

Figs. 2(d) and 3(d). Owing to the strong XPM during soliton

collision, the original phase-matching condition is perturbed,

which leads to the destruction of sidebands at the original

locations. At the same time, new Kelly sidebands at different

spectral positions that satisfy the alternated phase-matching

requirement start to grow. However, as the soliton reshapes

itself back to the stable state, the original phase-matching

requirement is gradually restored, which forces the newly

formed Kelly sidebands to shift towards their original wave-

length positions.

To further verify our analysis on the physical mecha-

nism, the same process is investigated from the time-domain

perspective. Given that the dispersive waves are a low inten-

sity wave packet which temporally appear as a wide pedestal

of soliton waveform,33,39,43 it would be nearly impossible to

observe experimentally by using a PD and a real-time oscil-

loscope. In the limited dynamic range, the significant inten-

sity difference between the soliton waveform and its pedestal

prevents the simultaneous observation of soliton and disper-

sive waves. In addition, the limited experimental temporal

resolution (�50 ps) is far not enough to resolve the details.

Using the temporal magnification technique with a large

dynamic range44 to experimentally observe the correspond-

ing temporal dynamics would be of great scientific interest

in the future work. Here, the temporal behavior of solitons

during the collision-induced evolution is studied via our sim-

ulation model (see Fig. 4.). To clearly reveal the dispersive

waves, the observation range is restricted around the soliton

pedestal, and the temporal intensities outside the upper limit

of the observation range are replaced as normalized one. In

addition, the two solitons’ optical fields are separated from

the spectral domain to obtain the individual temporal wave-

form, which avoids the temporal overlapping of pedestal at

the collision point.

Right after the collision, noticeable dispersive wave

shedding subsequently appears on the soliton’s waveform

pedestal as shown in Fig. 4(c), as they symmetrically spread

out from the main lobe (denoted by the central white line).

This concretely verifies our interpretation on the increased

spectral fringe density in both experiment [see Fig. 2(b)] and

simulation [see Fig. 3(b)], as larger chirping of the dispersive

wave leads to a denser spectral interference pattern.

Meanwhile, the soliton main lobe undergoes a temporal drift-

ing, which indicates a slight change in the soliton’s group

velocity induced by the XPM during soliton collision.

Specifically, the group velocity difference between two soli-

tons becomes smaller right after the collision, which can be

observed from the tilting of the temporal evolution trace in

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). This matches well with the phenomenon

that the optical spectra of both solitons shift towards each

other right after the collision in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) and can

be intuitively understood as a soliton trapping effect.45 In

addition, the stable temporal fringes beside the main lobe in

Fig. 4(c) correspond to the temporal beating between the

symmetrically located Kelly sidebands. Therefore, the tem-

poral dynamics further confirm our interpretation on the

experimentally observed phenomena and the explanation of

the soliton-collision mechanism.

In conclusion, we have experimentally observed the

round-trip resolved spectral dynamics of intracavity dual-

color-soliton collision in a mode-locked fiber laser by disper-

sive Fourier transform. Numerical simulation is performed to

verify our experimental observation and offer a temporal

perspective to further confirm our interpretation on the

collision-induced dispersive wave shedding and the dynamic

soliton-dispersive wave interference during the soliton

reshaping process. Our finding not only serves as a demon-

stration of solitons’ unique capability of self-stabilization,

but also offers an insight into analyzing the intricate dynamic

interaction of solitons in dissipative systems.
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FIG. 4. The simulated collision-induced consecutive temporal dynamics.

The collision happens at the 21st roundtrip. The color bar represents differ-

ent temporal intensities at certain roundtrips. (a) Blue soliton. (b) Red soli-

ton. (c) Zoom-in temporal dynamics of the blue soliton extracted from the

dataset in (a), from the 10th to the 40th roundtrip. The white dotted line

marks the collision roundtrip.
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